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Strut It For Fall Hair Fashion!
YOU Can Be The First To Make New Autumn Hairstyle Statements
Downey, CA
Do you want to look like you just strutted off the catwalk? We have got the stylish fall fashion
hairstyles brought to you from expert hairstylist and salon owner Rosey Ibarra. Ibarra, owner of nationally recognized Urban
Roots Salon in Downey, CA recently displayed her talent and fashion sense as one of the top hairstylists at LA Fashion Week.
She now wants to share insider tips with you!
“This Fall is all about the mod feel of the 1960’s. Envision the 1960’s pilots and stewardesses with strong deep parts and a little
oomph of beautiful volume on top of their hair designs,” notes Ibarra. For short hair, Ibarra suggest women go with a much
shorter haircut this season, to really expose their beautiful necklines. “I suggest you professionally consult with your hairstylist
about all of the many exciting new haircut, haircolor and texture options that are now available for fall hair trends. You should
explore the option to take advantage of extreme layers in the back, while exposing the nape with a new seasonal update to your
haircut and hair design. As for the front of your fall hair designs, your hair should not extend past the chin to embrace a soft and
longer fringe. The straight aligned bobs are not ideal for everyone this season, so keep bangs longer,” notes Ibarra.
For medium and long hair designs, Ibarra sees a big trend coming into fashion this fall with longer layers, strong bangs and
expressive details using front fringe in the haircuts. “Think about having long cascading waves and rich new textures. If you have
curly hair, you will need to smooth the front, so there will not be an extreme division, yet a division from the back which should
remain curly. This provides a softer touch around the face and curls in the back. Remember all styles will embrace the 1960’s
with a deep part and lots of volume so don’t be scared to experiment with your hair and try different things. If you have bangs,
blow them out to the side with a nice kick that flips up,” suggest Ibarra. To achieve these 1960’s looks, Ibarra suggests you work
with any type of professional salon product that has a creamy, matt texture. “Once your hair is dry around the root area, apply
cream to give hair extra height that will stay. Ask your hair designer to recommend a regimen of shampoos, conditioners,
hairstyling products, appliances and tools that will give you the versatility you will need,” notes Ibarra.
Fall Haircolor Fashion Natural tones and haircolor shades are what will be hot this fall. The glamorous warm tones of red and
copper will bring new vibrancy and color to match the fall season fashions. “Talk to your hairstylist about pulling out your warm,
natural undertones to achieve a beautiful, natural look with a lot of depth. Keep your haircolor change a gradual process, so that
you will not over process and damage your hair. Glosses and shine treatments will fall into the 1960’s style of high shine and
healthy looking hair. Glosses can change the tone of the hair without making it darker or lighter,” suggest Ibarra.
Fresh Fall Upstyles It’s time to get ready for parties, your nights on the town and special holiday events. For fall upstyles and
more formal hairstyles, the 1960’s trend will be to expose your neck by pulling all of your hair up with a lot of volume placed in
the crown area. Ibarra adds, “This fall, you should try to use your own hair as the accessory, as an option to adding additional
hair ornaments and jewelry. To create this high fashion look, use tools that you already own to create tiny crimps, ribbons and
wave textures. By playing with the texture of the hair itself, you will establish the old Hollywood glam look, which is not so tight or
structured. Explore the use of professional hair extensions! This doesn’t mean going from short to long, yet rather for body,
fullness and to add a touch of haircolor or highlights without the commitment.”
Fresh, High Quality Hairstyles Without The Attitude! Visit your local salon to ask for a consultation on fall hair designs,
haircolor, hair straightening, makeovers and professional products to achieve the looks that will get you noticed. For a
complimentary salon consultation and expert advice from Rosey Ibarra, owner of Urban Roots Salon call 562-904-8004, email
Info@Urban-Roots-Salon.com, visit www.UrbanRootsSalon.com or stop by their salon at 8312 Firestone Boulevard, in Downey,
CA 90241.
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